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WHAT YOU SHOULD BE 
THANKFUL FOR

Carter Seipel,
Carter Seipel

This Thanksgiving the unthinkable happened:

Sat at the table, some nameless relative asks “So what is everyone thankful for?” I watched in 
horror as everyone went around giving honest and thoughtful answers. I excused myself and 
locked myself inside the bathroom. One stressful hour later, I triumphantly emerged with a list 
of the best things to be thankful for. Here’s what I wrote:

The ability to see the color green
Almonds

Michael Cera 
Paintings of sunflowers
My 3 o’clock cold brew

Glue
Bubble wrap

Bubble gum that lasts long
Mail boxes that are out of side mirror range

People brave enough to kill bugs
Some amount of Bob Dylan songs

I don’t have any children
Stools

Horse shaped chess pieces
Vitamins

And you, the loyal reader of the Bullsheet. We have a very special (parasocial) relationship I 
couldn’t live without.

Welcome back to

I’m sure you missed it here!
and if you never left... 

good for you!
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“Life is not a waste of 
time and time is not a 
waste of life, so let’s 
stop wasting time, get 
wasted, and have the 
time of our lives”
 - Pitbull, 
voice of a generation

EAVES DROPPIN’ Anonymous

I’ve spent some time away lurking in the shadows of campus. Barely present but always listening...
Here is another installment of eaves droppin’. ONE of these quotes is false, see if you can guess 
which one it is! Answer key not provided.

“I have so much PTSD with corn. Every time I have ever eaten corn on the cob I’ve thrown up”

“Before playgrounds did people just play in grass?”

“You don’t always have to put something in a hole but you can experiment”

Dude: “Jimmy John’s dude? Who would voluntarily eat there? Did you enjoy it?”
Dudes friend: “Fuck you dude, yeah I did”

Dude: “Can I get a pepperoni pizza?”
Dudes friend: “fucking fat ass”

“D Chi” (pronounced as dee-chee)

“You ever look at somebody and you think ‘you’re in an intro biology class and also the most annoying 
person I’ve ever met?’”

“Starting tomorrow I can drink and drive”

“I just feel like its different with British people”

“Yeah all my root vegetables drowned. Very sad.”

“There’s gotta be something deeply wrong with me”

CA APOLOGY TEMPLATE Claire Anderson,
Claire Anderson

Dear ______________,

I’m sorry you found ________________ and ___________________ and also __________________ 

in our room when you conducted your break check. I promise we will get rid of the 

________________, can’t make any promises about the _____________________. Are we gonna get 

charged? Is there a way to not get charged? Also what to do we do about the ____________________ 

in the bathroom? And we broke the __________________. How do we get a new one? Also sorry for 

being loud and screaming the lyrics to ______________________ loud enough to get Granville PD 

called in. We will close the windows next time. We ______ you!

Thank you for your service,

_______________________

CA’s name

Illegal substance #1 stolen lounge furniture item appliance

Illegal substance #1 appliance

literally anything

room furniture

best song of all time

kind verb

Your name here + room number


